
 

Syrian Refugees – International Relief case in Turkey 

Annual results report in the first half of 2016 

 

In this March, 28 EU Member reached a consensus to make an agreement with Turkey on the 
refugee policy that the refugees hit the Greek illegally by sea will be repatriated to Turkey. It 
highlighted the problem of overburdened refugees. According to the UN refugee agency 
UNHCR data, Turkey currently has up to 2.73 million refugees and becomes the country 
receiving the most Syrian refugees. A long-term project to stabilize the life and peace of mind of 
the refugees has been urgent. For a long period of time, Tzu Chi has been offering the 
assistance in Turkey with aim of “love and care" to defuse opposition and anxiety and initiate the 
heart purification and solidarity advocacy to help promoting the social stability.  

Aid Projects are: 

 Charities Aid: In Sudan Jia Jinan City of Istanbul – the city where the refugees are gathering, 
Tzu Chi has been offering the region-wide assistance in monthly base, and synchronized 
census visits as well as care sympathy. This year the total number of long-term assistance 
and care has been reached 4,288 households. 

 

  

Syrian refugees who lost their homes, living in a foreign country is a problem 

Syrian refugees, who were finally displaced in Turkey after the vagrant trips but encountered the 
problems having the basic livelihood and once were full of resentment and discontent, thanked to 
Tzu Chi volunteers in the supplies distributed site for their accompany to go through the hardship. 

1月 2月 3月 4月 5月 6月

Assistance to families which

sending child to work
150人 150人 150人 213人 215人 211人

Cash assistance to

 poverty families
136戶 144戶 144戶 150戶 154戶 214戶

BIM Supplies cards 1,641戶 1,584戶 2,638戶 1,915戶 1,912戶 3,967戶

Winter fuel assistance 600戶 600戶 600戶

戶

500戶

1,000戶

1,500戶
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2,500戶

3,000戶

3,500戶

4,000戶
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5,000戶



 

 Free Clinic Center: Most Syrian have not had the right to work. To break the cycle dilemma 
of "Sick because of poor and poor because of illness ", under the assistance from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Taiwan and the local municipalities, a "Free Clinic Center" was 
finally set up on March 7 this year to provide the treatments in six divisions - internal 
medicine, pediatrics, family medicine, gynecology, dentistry, ophthalmology to guardian the 
refugees’ health. 

 March April May June Total 
Number of  
free clinics 

1,649 3,113 6,672 4,465 15,899 

 Educational Assistance: In continuation the Syrian refugees assistance projects of Manahai 
Primary and Secondary School, this year in-depth home visits were made to those families 
which were found during the last annual aid that sent their child to work, to provide sufficient 
basic living subsidy in exchange for the wages the children earned so as they can feel at 
ease to study in school. In Manahai Primary and Secondary School, there have been 2,384 
Syrian students were assisted in this year. In addition, financial aid was made to another 22 
students who study in university. 

   
Child out of school for laboring finally revealed smile when returning to school. 
There are currently three campuses in Manahai Primary and Secondary School with Syria 
Enrollments of 2,384. 

 Tzu Humanitarians: Tzu Chi's humanitarian assistance has been offered on the principle 
regardless of race, religion, and national boundaries and is advocating love and mutual care 
of the people to resolve disputes and grievances and anxiety caused from injustice inside 
the mind of people. To offer the long-term companionship and assistance to refugees, in 
March this year, Tzu Chi also established in Sudan Jia city a free clinic center along with a 
liaison office to hold the distribution and love throwing events synchronously. With the song 
in sign language accompanied by melodious music "we are family", the Tzu Chi liaison office 
has became the spiritual home of the Syrian people. 

  
The free clinic center and liaison office of Tzu Chi. 



 

In first half of 2016, the total annual expenditure of about US $ 1.82 million and total of eleven 
hundred thousand people were benefited.  

Contents of Aid  Number Expenditure (USDK) 

Charity Aid  4,288 households 1080 

Free Clinic Center  15,899 clinics 226 

Education Aid 2,406 person 514 

Total  1,820 

 

 

Quote from Syrian Teacher Jumaa Serya: 

"Love" can build an inhabitation which can accommodate one million, ten million even billions of 
people of Turks, Syrians and Taiwan. This inhabitation makes everyone very happy.  

Muslims believe that it is not a thorough religion if it is without love. They find you think the same.  
You respect the planet, love all creatures and are willing to bring the good deeds to the people 
around. This is the collaborative direction everyone pursues.  

Thanks to Tzu Chi volunteers to bring the hopes to the Syrians who is able to forget the pain 
caused by the war while we were getting together. Thanks to Tzu Chi from Taiwan to let 
everyone getting to know the real "good deeds." 


